2002 cadillac escalade fuel pump

For more information go to Revive your drive with the sturdy design and dependable,
OE-standard performance guaranteed by Bosch's new OE replacement fuel pumps. Since ,
Bosch has developed innovative productsâ€”in We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports.
Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part. Returns Policy. Quantity
Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included. Product Fit. Shop Cadillac Escalade Fuel
Pump. Showing 1 - 12 of 12 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part
Number: BS Part Number: H Universal Fit. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 12 of 12 results. Featured
Brands. Holley Fuel Pump Manufacturer Reviews Questions, Answers. Built to last and
engineered for clean, consistent flow, DriveMotive fuel pumps are ready to restore smooth
performance and superior efficiency to your en When picking a reliable brand name for your
intake system's fuel pump, trust Airtex. Great fit, efficient performance, and robust style are the
defining characteristics of Airtex's original equipment equivalent fuel pump. This replacement
item is thoroughly patterned after to work like the ge Dec 13, Correct part for my 03 Tahoe, no
problems. Jamie Moore. Purchased on Nov 25, Dec 09, Running great. Great fit in function.
Purchased on Nov 26, Nov 10, How much I liked the fuel pump I purchased. The part fit right in
were it was supposed to and the wiring was a piece of cake to change over the only thing it
should come with the retaining ring. Bill Bill. Purchased on Oct 19, Show More. Helpful
Automotive Resources. It can be a stand-alone module or a computer integrated into the PCM.
Automotive professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories:
crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. Consult the factory information for repair instructions and
recommended safety procedures. Other issues can mimic a faulty fuel pump. Perform a
thorough diagnosis to ensure the pump is the problem before replacing it. Part 1: Check
whether the problem is fuel-related. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All
Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure.
Accessibility Statement. The fuel system of all Escalade models revolves around the fuel pump.
Improper fuel delivery in an Escalade results in the engine cranking but not starting. Perform a
preventative maintenance check of the fuel delivery system annually or at 15, mile intervals,
whichever occurs first. Ask the helper to remove the gas cap and open the gas tank while you
turn the ignition key far enough for the dash lights to turn on. Do not start the engine. Position
your helper to listen to the gas tank. Turn the key in the ignition to start the engine and run the
fuel pump for two seconds. Shut off the engine. If it does not run, the fuel delivery is
compromised by either a faulty fuel pump, pump regulator or fuel pump relay. Check the
Escalade SUV's fuel pressure. Open the hood of the Escalade and remove the cap from the
shredder valve located on top of the engine. Attach a fuel pressure gauge to test the pressure.
The gauge needs to read 40 to 45 psi when the engine is off. If the pressure is too high the likely
causes are a faulty pressure regulator or clogged fuel return line. If pressure is too low the likely
causes are a clogged fuel filter, a faulty pressure regulator, a clogged fuel supply line or a
malfunctioning fuel pump. Relieve fuel pressure inside the engine. Start the engine and remove
the fuel pump relay while the engine is running. Any pressurized fuel in the lines is used and the
engine quickly dies, allowing removal of the fuel filter without danger. Inspect the fuel lines for
leaks by looking them over carefully for any signs of moisture. If moisture is present on a line,
that line is leaking and must be replaced. Inspect the fuel filter for clogs. Get two wrenches the
size of the fuel filter fittings. There are two fittings that differ in size. Grip the fittings with the
wrenches and then drape a rag or shop cloth over the fittings and wrenches to catch any
pressurized fuel that might still be lurking in the lines. Hold the wrench gripping the actual filter
and turn the other counter clockwise until the bolt comes out. Remove the fuel line, set the bolt
and washers in a safe place, and repeat this step for the other side of the fuel filter. Use a flat
head screw driver to remove the clamp holding the fuel filter in place. Remove the fuel filter
carefully as fuel is still present inside it. Inspect the fuel filter visually for clogs and refit the
Escalade with a new filter if necessary. Simply reverse the filter removal process to reinstall the
old or install a new filter. If the lines and filter are in working order and the engine is still
faltering, the cause is either a faulty fuel pressure regulator or faulty fuel pump and you should
consult a professional for further diagnosis. This article was written by a professional writer,
copy edited and fact checked through a multi-point auditing system, in efforts to ensure our
readers only receive the best information. To submit your questions or ideas, or to simply learn
more, see our about us page: link below. Items you will need Flat head screwdriver Wrenches of
varying size. Writer Bio This article was written by a professional writer, copy edited and fact
checked through a multi-point auditing system, in efforts to ensure our readers only receive the
best information. Cadillac operators enjoy a certain prestige, attracting attention every place
they go. When consumers want custom looks and long lasting innovation, Cadillac vehicles
effortlessly come out on top. The strong style of Cadillac vehicles furnishes aggressive function

and steadfast durability. Intermediate size cars such as the Cadillac Escalade, are sometimes
picked by moms because of their ability to hold as many people as they need plus they have
great handling. Cadillac vehicles have a history for the highest used car market offers. Take
your car to a higher level of operation by using performance equipment. The Cadillac Escalade
Fuel Pump creates pressure in the fuel assembly to force fuel out of the fuel tank to the motor.
Because electronic fuel injectors have almost entirely supplanted outdated carburetion
systems, today's Cadillac Escalade Fuel Pumps have to feed fuel under pressure; they are
therefore electronic. The Cadillac Escalade Fuel Pump delivers liquid fuel from the gas tank to
the vehicle's motor, where it's mixed with air for use within the cylinders. They are available for
the following Cadillac Escalade years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 09, 08, 07, 06, 05, 04,
03, 02, 00, This part is also sometimes called Cadillac Escalade Gas Pumps. I have been told
any where from to for a good fuel pump. Some one told me about Partsgeek. I also got a fuel
filler and O ring for under Excellent price, good service, mechanic said it was very good quality.
He said he would start ordering here as he can't find this quality and price at any of his vendors.
So pleased I was able to pass along the information. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call
To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will
issue you an RMA number to return your product. See customer service page for refund and
return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy
with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Replacement Fuel Pump. Shipping Options: Free Ground
Shipping. Airtex EM Fuel Pump. Delphi FG Fuel Pump. Product Note: Fuel Pump Module
Assembly -- OE improved design on pivot point for fuel level assembly; fit and function to OE
specifications; Fuel tank contamination is the leading cause of premature fuel pump failure. To
reduce risk of contaminating the replacement pump, Delphi recommends cleaning the fuel tank
before installing a new pump. Use of fuel tank cleaning kit FC01 is recommended. Features:
years of OE experience, supplier to the world's top automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge
built into every aftermarket part, comprehensive portfolio for a wide range of vehicles and
model years. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE
standards Empty float height and float retention matches OE specifications and guarantees
correct gas gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system
Lower failure rates due to its innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested and
matched to the right vehicle application. Autobest FA Fuel Pump. Features: Meet or exceed OE
specifications. Product SKU: W Features: Carter Electric Fuel Pumps and Electric Fuel Pump
Assemblies are made with all new materials under rigorous quality controlled manufacturing
and testing procedures. Most applications include the necessary accessories such as tank
seals, patented high-gradient density strainers and wiring harnesses. Fuel sensor design
provides resistance to corrosive fuel blends and additives. Product Note: Fuel Pump Module
Assembly -- Fuel tank contamination is the leading cause of premature fuel pump failure. API
Fuel Pump. Product SKU: Features: OE Style for easy replacement and fitment Doesn't require
specialized tools for installation. The Cadillac Escalade is a dynamic car, and it is essential for
Escalade owners to not take their vehicles for granted. There is a crucial auto part called the
Cadillac Escalade fuel pump, and the car cannot function without it. The Cadillac Escalade fuel
pump has the enormous task of regulating how fuel is distributed throughout the Cadillac. It is
the job of the fuel pump within this automobile to maintain a high level of fuel efficiency, so fuel
can be distributed to areas which need it. Can you imagine if your fuel pump did not work
correctly or not at all? Cadillac Escalade owners should have their fuel pumps checked for any
Escalade fuel pump problems. These problems can be caused by dirt or buildup in the fuel tank.
The fuel tank can become filled with contaminants, which can cause clogs in fuel lines. Clogged
fuel lines will reduce the pressure and the fuel pump will not function. The fuel pump is also
susceptible to corrosion and this will eventually cause the fuel pump to stop working. Parts of
the fuel pump such as the fuel pump wires and circuitry can become corroded and are
notorious for being the cause of fuel pump problems. It should be known that any type of faulty
wiring will result in a problem with the Cadillac Escalade fuel pump. As a result, not enough
power is being supplied to the fuel pump when there is faulty wiring. It is possible to experience
wires burning out, and in some cases consumers can experience an issue with grounding. If it
is not properly grounded, the mechanic might need to check the escalade fuel pump fuse or the
correct voltage will not reach the pump. Replace a Fuel Pump It is possible for consumers to
have confusion about when to replace the fuel pump in their vehicles. Any problem which
shows up in the cadillac escalade fuel pump control module is a good reason to consider
changing the fuel pump. A certified technician must undergo inspection of the fuel lines or fuel
filters to determine if the problem is located there. Bad wiring inside of the automobile can
affect the fuel pump, and it is a good idea to have the wiring of the fuel pump inspected to see if
Cadillac Escalade fuel pump replacement is required. The Costs For Fuel Pump Replacement

The cost for Cadillac Escalade fuel pump replacement will vary by location, and the severity of
damage on the vehicle. It is recommended to purchase fuel pump parts online at PartsGeek.
Read more reviews. Great service got the right product so fast an it work perfectly in my
Cadillac esv. It didn't contain a float for the gas hand. Other than that, everything good. This
item arrived quickly, was packaged with great care, and was very reasonable. Ordering was
easy, the part was delivered faster than expected and worked great. Catalog: E. Vehicle Engine
Notes Cadillac Escalade. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Cadillac Escalade. Delphi is a global OE
manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and float
retention matches OE specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower
amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due to its
innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle
application Condition: New Shipping Options: Ground Fitment Information:. Vehicle Cadillac
Escalade. Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes Cadillac Escalade. Catalog: A. Catalog: H. Catalog: C.
Catalog: T. Catalog: P. Catalog: Q. Catalog: K. Catalog: S. Catalog: N. All Carlights products
come with a 1-year limited warranty. In the event of an equipment failure due to a manufacturing
defect, the merchandise might be eligible for an exchange with CarLights The warranty only
covers the light assembly - it does not cover the bulbs inside the assembly. Feel free to contact
us regarding any questions or issues. All products ship in pristine and original manufacturer
packaging. All orders are shipped on the same business day 8AM ET cut-off or within 24
business hours. All items come with a 1-year limited warranty. Our Feel free to reach out to us if
you have any issues or concerns regarding your order. Insurance company prefers DOT
Certified parts over non certified parts Meet s all applicable federal and state laws and
regulations. Free shipping across the contiguous 48 United States excludes Hawaii and Alaska.
Item s ships on the same day or within 1 business day. Delivery time is within 1 to 3 days for
East Coast customers. Return requests must be initiated within 30 calendar days of the delivery
date. We have a zero restocking fee policy to ensure maximum customer satisfaction. We
reserve the right to refuse and return any purchases that have been installed, used, or
damaged. It is the customer's responsibility to verify the correctness of the fitment and
application of the item before installation. All carrier-related damage or loss claims must be
made with the carrier within 48 hours of item receipt. Excellent price, good service, mechanic
said it was very good quality. He said he would start ordering here as he can't find this quality
and price at any of his vendors. So pleased I was able to pass along the information. Skip to
main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Fuel Cap Tester Adapter. Fuel Feed Pipe O-Ring.
Fuel Filler Neck. Fuel Filter. Fuel Filter Seal. Fuel Filter Set. Fuel Level Sending Unit. Fuel Level
Sensor. Fuel Line. Fuel Line Connector. Fuel Line O-Ring. Fuel Line Repair Kit. Fuel Line Set.
Fuel Lock Ring. Fuel Pump Assembly. Fuel Pump Connector. Fuel Pump Lock Ring. Fuel Pump
Relay Connector. Fuel Pump Tank Seal. Fuel Pump Wiring Harness. Fuel Pump and Level
Sensor Module. Fuel Pump and Sender Assembly. Fuel Sender Connector. Fuel Sender Control
Module Connector. Fuel Sending Unit. Fuel Tank Cap. Fuel Tank Pressure Sensor. Fuel Tank
Pressure Sensor Connector. Fuel Tank Strap. Fuel Vapor Pressure Sensor Connector. Air
Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts.
Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. AC Delco. Action
Crash. Brute Power. DIY Solutions. Spectra Premium. US Motor Works. Shop By Vehicle.
Replacement Fuel Pump. Click to Enlarge. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. SKP Fuel
Pump. Features: OE Style for easy replacement and fitment Doesn't require specialized tools for
installation. API Fuel Pump. Brute Power Fuel Pump. Airtex Fuel Pump. Airtex EM Fuel Pump.
Product List Price:. Image is not vehicle specific. AC Delco Fuel Pump. Spectra Premium Fuel
Pump. Autobest Fuel Pump. Autobest FA Fuel Pump. Delphi Fuel Pump. Notes: Fuel Pump
Module Assembly -- Original OE design had a 2x2 connector, OE design upgraded to a 1x4
connector; A 1x4 splice kit included for vehicles with 2x2 connector; Fuel tank contamination is
the leading cause of premature fuel pump failure. To reduce risk of contaminating the
replacement pump, Delphi recommends cleaning the fuel tank before installing a new pump.
Use of fuel tank cleaning kit FC01 is recommended. Features: years of OE experience, supplier
to the world's top automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge built into every aftermarket part,
comprehensive portfolio for a wide range of vehicles and model years. Delphi is a global OE
manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and float
retention matches OE specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower
amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due to its
innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle
application. Delphi Fuel Pump Assembly. Dorman Fuel Pump. Features: Matches the fit and
function of the original equipment fuel pump on specified vehicles Made of quality materials for
a long service life Offers original equipment quality at a competitive price Rigorous testing to

ensure reliable performance. Action Crash Fuel Pump; Premium. Quality: Premium - High
quality new replacement part. Action Crash Fuel Pump. Carter Fuel Pump. Features: Carter
Electric Fuel Pumps and Electric Fuel Pump Assemblies are made with all new materials under
rigorous quality controlled manufacturing and testing procedures. Most applications include the
necessary accessories such as tank seals, patented high-gradient density strainers and wiring
harnesses. Fuel sensor design provides resistance to corrosive fuel blends and additives.
Bosch Fuel Pump. Features: Bosch "Better than OE design", improves upon ease of
installation, drivability of your vehicle and extends the life of the vehicle Bosch Aftermarket Fuel
Assemblies are built and tested to the same rigorous quality standards as our OE fuel pumps to
ensure a long, reliable service life Patented Turbine Pump technology virtually eliminates fuel
pulsation, noise, and reduces hot-start problems Designed to operate under extreme
temperatures and under low fuel conditions while maintaining an extended service life All
Bosch fuel pumps are 'end-of-line' function tested in order to ensure highest quality and
performance. Denso Fuel Pump Assembly. Features: OE-Equivalent and direct fit for easy
installation OE connections and fittings The high output turbine delivers fuel with minimal
pressure pulsation for quieter operation Ultra-high balanced armature to minimize noise and
vibration High pressure check valve provides superior hot fuel handling characteristics The
brushes are designed for durability, efficiency, and low-resistance operation High quality relief
valve to protect the fuel delivery system. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Denso
Fuel Pump. TYC Fuel Pump. Features: Acetal cover can accommodate mm tank opening to
permit integrated filter in reservoir Single stage turbine pump provides quiet, energy efficient
operation Active reservoir-fill mechanism high pressure jet pump to maintain fuel supply in
reservoir Passive reservoir fill mechanism helps fill the reservoir at low-fuel volumes High
capacity filter media helps supply clean fuel to the injection system Available serviceable
in-tank fuel filter for markets with poor qualit. Replacement June 10th, Posted by Escalade Fuel
Pump. Catalog: E. Vehicle Engine Notes Cadillac Escalade. Catalog: S. Vehicle Engine Cadillac
Escalade. Catalog: Q. Catalog: P. Catalog: B. Vehicle Cadillac Escalade. Catalog: A. Delphi is a
global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height
and float retention matches OE specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower
amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due to its
innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle
application Condition: New Shipping Options: Ground This Part Fits:. Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes
Cadillac Escalade. Catalog: H. Catalog: N. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week.
Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or
office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. The pressure and output of the pump are
controlled by a regulator. Filtration of the fuel occurs either in the fuel tank using a pickup
screen or externally with a replaceable filter mounted in the fuel supply line. A high quality, OEM
fuel pump can last indefinitely. However, as with any electro-mechanical component, a fuel
pump will eventually degrade and fail. If it fails to produce adequate pressure or completely
quits operating, it will need to be replaced. This failed condition can sometimes be preceded or
accompanied by one or more of the following symptoms:. However, if the fuel pump problem
involves leaks of gasoline or vapors, it is unsafe to continue driving, and should immediately be
checked by a qualified mechanic. Cadillac Escalade Fuel Pump Replacement at your home or
office. Estimate price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking.
Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See availability. Fuel Pump
Replacement Service What is the fuel pump and how does it work? When to consider replacing
the fuel pump? A failed fuel pump may prevent a car from starting or stall it. Check engine light
is on. Sometimes a fuel pump will fail slowly, and that means the fuel pressure and volume
slowly degrades. The lack of fuel may result in the engine operating without enough fuel relative
to the amount of air, causing the check engine light to appear. Whirring noise from fuel tank. As
a fuel pump fails, you may notice a whirring or humming noise coming from the fuel tank area,
toward the rear of the car. If the noise is from the fuel pump, failure of the pump is often
imminent and you should replace the fuel pump at your earliest convenience. How do
mechanics replace the fuel pump? Should the fuel pump be faulty, it is removed from the tank
through an access panel above the tank in the passenger compartment. When no access panel
exists, fuel is first drained from the tank and then the fuel tank must be lowered from the vehicle
to gain access to the pump. In all cases, fuel pump supply and return hoses, as well as EVAP
system hoses, and electrical connections to the pump must be removed. Once the pump is out,
any reusable brackets and pick up screens are attached to the new pump, then the new pump is
installed. If the fuel system uses an in-line external filter, a filter is often replaced. All hoses and
electrical connections are re-established. Fuel is added to the tank and the engine is run to test
for leaks. Is it safe to drive with a fuel pump problem? When replacing the fuel pump keep in

mind: Prior to replacing, the mechanic will power the fuel pump directly to confirm that the
issue is a failed pump versus a faulty power supply to the pump. Unless the fuel filter was
replaced recently,
1998 honda odyssey
2005 suzuki sv650s
ford 460 timing marks
whenever the fuel pump is replaced a new fuel filter should be installed. When failing earlier
than expected, the power supply should be verified because a voltage drop in the fuel pump
circuit can lead to overheating. Should the fuel tank be lowered during the repair, the fuel tank
straps and fasteners should be checked for excessive corrosion and replaced as needed. The
fuel in the gas tank cools and lubricates the fuel pump. Number of Cadillac Escalade services
completed. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Cadillac Jobs. Auto service in Your City.
Meet some of our expert Cadillac mechanics Real customer reviews from Cadillac owners like
you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. PETE 20 years of experience. Request PETE. More than
perfect. Good experience,. Very good. Luis 28 years of experience. Request Luis. Punctual,
professional and thorough. Explained what to look out for in the future. Would recommend Luis
anytime. How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Fuel Pump Replacement.

